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We will give a short introduc on to Disney Research, Pi sburgh. Followed by descrip on of three recent projects that came out of our lab that we were closely involved in:
1) The importance of the role that the face has played in the world of homo sapiens is implicit in the facial variability, unique to our species, that we can observe among our fellow humans. In this talk I will present some
of my work in face modeling to help computers perform some of the tasks that are rou ne to us but s ll diﬃcult to them.
2) Understanding of ac ons and ac vi es in mul -person scenes is a challenging and important task, par cularly because the ac ons of agents in such scenarios are o en interdependent and can be interpreted in variety of ways depending on the task and user preferences. We present a hierarchical model for human ac vity
recogni on in en re mul -person scenes.
3) Marker-less mo on capture is a challenging problem, par cularly when only monocular video is available.
We es mate human mo on from monocular video by recovering three-dimensional controllers capable of
implicitly simula ng the observed human behavior and replaying this behavior in other environments and under physical perturba ons.
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